We propose an extension to the classical transportation problem by considering multiple incommensurate inputs and outputs for each shipment link. The relative efficiency concept is defined for each shipment link. Two linear programming models are used to determine the optimal transportation plan with maximum efficiency. The applicability of the approach is discussed with a numerical example.
I. Introduction
The transportation problem is commonly applicable in the field of operations research. It is a subclass of linear programming problem. The main objective in transportation problem is to minimise the cost of shipping homogeneous commodity from various origins to various destinations with respective rim requirements. Only cost or profit for each possible shipment link is taken into account during the formulation of classical transportation problem.
In many real applications, several kinds of variables such as cost, distance, shipment value, manpower, profit, etc. may be involved for each possible shipment link, which are to be considered during the shipment plan. The decision makers may have different aims to achieve for each possible shipment link. In such situation, we are interested to decide an optimal transportation plan with maximum relative efficiency.
Data envelopment analysis (DEA) was firstly introduced by Charnes et al. [3] in the literature. It is a mathematical approach which assesses the comparative efficiency of a set of decision making units (DMUs) such as airlines, railways, banks, automobile manufacturers, hospitals, universities, etc.
DEA has become popular in the practise and in the research of efficiency analysis. Many developments in concepts and methodologies related to the DEA have led by Banker et al. [2] and Cooper et al. [6, 7] . The seminal paper by Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes [3] , a variety of DEA models has appeared in the literature. Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes [3] suggested a model to compute relative efficiency of various DMUs named as CCR model. Another version of DEA is suggested by Banker, Charnes, and Cooper [2] (BCC) model. The primary difference between BCC model and CCR model is the treatment of returns to scale. The evaluation of efficiency by CCR model is based on the constant returns to scale. The BCC model is more flexible and allows variable returns to scale.
The literature available on transportation problem with multiple inputs and outputs is limited. We briefly review some related literatures. Chen and Lu [5] extended the assignment problem by considering multiple inputs and outputs. Alireza Amirteimoori [1] has extended transportation problem by DEA based approach. As far as we aware, there is no work regarding our proposed approach in the literature. We extend the transportation problem by considering multiple inputs and outputs by using BCC model for each shipment link. The relative efficiency for each shipment link is defined and a shipment plan with maximum efficiency is considered as an optimal plan to the transportation problem. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, Banker, Charnes and Cooper [2] (BCC) model is stated. In section 3, the classical transportation model is mentioned. In section 4, we described the proposed approach. In section 5, the applicability of the proposed approach is demonstrated through a numerical example. The comparison is done with an approach suggested by Alireza Amirteimoori [1] . In sections 6, conclusions are made and tables are arranged at the end.
II. Bcc Model
Banker, Charnes, and Cooper [2] (BCC) model with flexible output is stated as below. does not exceed one for any DMU j , j=1,….,n. The DMU j makes use of these m-inputs to produce s-outputs. One of the DMUs is placed in the objective function of M(1) , denoted as DMU o , which also consider in the constraints.
The problem in (M1) would be computationally difficult to resolve. Fortunately, theory of fractional programming, given in Charnes and Cooper [4] , makes it possible to replace (M1) with an equivalent linear programming problem. The transformation to accomplish this can be found in Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes [3] . We rewrite (M1) by using the results of the transformation [3] as guarantees that it is possible to move from (M2) to (M1), as well as from (M1) to (M2). If the optimal value of the objective function is unit then DMU o is rated as relatively efficient, otherwise it is rated as relatively inefficient.
III. Classical Transportation Problem:
Suppose that m-warehouses contain various amounts of a homogeneous commodity which must be shifted to n-destinations. .There is cost cij for shipping a unit commodity from warehouse i to destination j. Let xij be the number of units shipped from i th warehouse to j th destination. The problem is to determine a feasible shipping plan from warehouses to destinations which minimise total transportation cost.
We write transportation problem as the linear programming model as follows. --------------(M3) The simplex algorithm can be used to solve the forgoing transportation problem (Mokhtar S.Bazaraa et al. [8] ).
IV. The Proposed Approach
We extend a classical transportation problem by considering multiple incommensurate inputs and 
u0 is unrestricted -----------------(M4)
Using (M4), we obtain the relative efficiency of i th warehouse as e i1 (1) ,e i2 (1) ,.....e in (1) by changing the target warehouse in the model. Meanwhile, for each destination j, we consider all warehouses i ( i = 1,2,...m) and each possible link (i ,j) as DMU (2) .With destination j as target, we have the relative efficiency of j th destination with link (i ,j) as follows. -------------(M5) Using (M5), we get the relative efficiency of j th destination to each warehouse as e 1j (2) ,e 2j (2) ,.....e mj (2) by changing the target destination in the model.
We have determined the relative efficiency of any warehouse to each destination based on the set of decision making units (DMUs (1) ). Similar process is undertaken for each warehouse. The two groups of relative efficiencies are obtained for the comparisons from either the warehouse side or the destinations side. For the transportation problem with multiple inputs and outputs, we need to optimise the total efficiency for entire shipment. We therefore construct a composite efficiency index to incorporate the two kinds of relative efficiencies as follows. -
----------(M6)
We consider the values of the composite efficiency index as performance measure of shipment link (i ,j). We also defined a performance measure of shipment link ( i , j ) by considering most efficient DMUs as follows. ----------(M9) The forgoing problems are classical transportation problems and can be solved by using simplex algorithm.
V. Numerical Example
Suppose a company produces auto-taxi at various plants viz. A, B, C, D and E. The production is send to three major cities viz. F, G and H. The company manager considers one input (shipping cost) and two outputs (the value of shipment and profit). The appropriate input-output, availabilities ( ai ) and requirements ( b j ) are listed in [Table-1] . Each ordered triplet (x 1 , y 1 , y 2 ) shows (shipping cost, value of shipment, profit).
By using models (M4) and (M5), the efficiencies for the set of DMUs (1) and DMUs (2) are obtained by using the data as given in [ (1) and DMUs (2) respectively. We determined composite efficiency index (e ij ) by using (M6) and are given in . The transportation plan with maximum efficiency is decided by solving the model (M8) for the data given in [ We compare the value of objective functions (M8) and M(9) of our proposed approach with the approach suggested by Alireza Amirteimoori [1] . We have seen that our proposed approach provides more efficient solution than the approach suggested by Alireza Amirteimoori [1] .
VI. Conclusion
This paper extended the classical transportation problem by involving multiple inputs and multiple flexible outputs to each shipment link. The proposed approach is DEA-based considering BCC model on the relative efficiency of each possible link as a measure of performance to decide a transportation plan with maximum efficiency. The proposed approach is useful when the decision maker has multiple goals to achieve for each possible shipment link and these goals may be in conflict to each other. An illustrative numerical example is considered to show the applicability of the said approach to real life situation. In this example, we have seen that our proposed approach provides more efficient solution than the approach suggested by Alireza Amirteimoori [1] by using CCR based model for transportation problem. So, we suggest to employ proposed approach to solve transportation problem with multiple inputs and multiple flexible outputs. (1) and DMUs (2) . (e ij ) of proposed approach . 
Table-5:
Efficiencies by using CCR model (AlirezaAmirteimoori [1] )approach for the set of DMUs (1) and DMUs (2) . 
